MEDICAL BALANCE BILLING: INADEQUATE REGULATIONS, INCREASING CONSUMER OUTRAGE, AND COMPETING ECONOMIC INTERESTS – HOW DO WE FIX IT?
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Introduction

Healthcare spending in the United States topped $2.9 trillion dollars in 2013 with per capita healthcare spending at approximately $9,255. Industry experts have many theories to explain such high costs, including excessive administrative outlays and the fact that Americans both pay higher prices for care and receive more healthcare than citizens in many other developed countries. Because of the high cost burden and the amount of care received, unpaid medical bills tend to quickly add up. High medical bills do not discriminate; they affect both the insured and uninsured and are the leading cause of bankruptcy in the United States surpassing both credit card debt and unpaid mortgages.

Even outside of bankruptcy, CNBC estimated that twenty percent of the population between ages 19 and 64 struggled to pay their medical bills in 2013. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC"), that estimate is conservative. The CDC found that more than one in four families faced the financial burden of funding medical care. Broken down further, one in six families had problems paying medical bills in the past year and one in ten were unable to pay at all. The prevalence of medical debt can be partially attributed to the difficulty and confusion that befalls consumers when initially selecting health insurance coverage. Consumers tend to believe that once they secure medical insurance they will be protected against personal loss and suffering from everyday medical issues to life-changing accidents and illnesses. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. In fact, a sizeable number of
consumers do not understand how insurance plans work, exactly what the plans cover, and which providers are within or outside of their covered network. When Massachusetts opened its online insurance exchange in 2007, as many as forty percent of users found the cost information unclear or difficult to understand. This problem has yet to be completely solved. Consumers nationwide struggle with insurance and billing literacy with some calling the new changes to the healthcare system under the Affordable Care Act (“ACA”), “…obscure, scary and downright befuddling.”

Although the population may have a lack of clarity regarding the ACA, the controversial law has considerably expanded insurance coverage and is projected to save hospitals $5.7 billion dollars in previously uncompensated hospital care often referred to as write-offs or charity care. Under the long-standing federal Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (“EMTALA”), patients have already been guaranteed access to emergency medical care regardless of ability to pay. The insurance expansion under the ACA was intended to ensure patients have less difficulty paying for emergency care mandated under EMTALA. The United States government has successfully increased overall access to care and guaranteed patient care in emergencies, but what actually happens after patients receive that lifesaving care?

The answer to this question differs by state and gives rise to a nationwide dilemma known as “balance billing” – often referred to as the “black scourge” of the insurance industry. Balance billing occurs when a hospital or individual physician attempts to collect from the patient the difference between what the hospital and/or physician originally billed and what the health plan [insurer] actually paid. Another explanation is that a physician or hospital will accept some level of reimbursement from
an insurer and then bill the patient above that amount to bring in extra revenue. Some critics argue that the ACA will contribute to increases in these surprise balance bills because some state exchange health plans only cover in-network care or fail to disclose payment policies when physicians, nurses, and other medical professionals fall outside a patient’s insurance network. However, recent statistics indicate that the ACA has actually had a significant impact on affordability overall.

In fact, The Commonwealth Fund Report states that, “[i]n 2014, insured adults also reported fewer problems getting care because of concerns about costs for the first time since 2005,” suggesting long-awaited gains in affordability of healthcare. Supporters of the ACA credit the increased affordability of care to the ban on coverage discrimination for those with preexisting conditions, essential health benefit package guarantees, and the improving economy. Although these are promising indicators, it remains to be seen if this downward cost trend in healthcare will continue going forward and the question remains about whether it will help eliminate balance billing. Some states are not convinced and have taken action individually because there are no concrete projections of affordability in years to come.

Analysis

Despite some isolated state action, the United States needs a widespread solution to help patients cope with often crushing medical debt. It is simply unacceptable that thirty-five percent of Americans are still struggling to pay medical bills in 2014. Thankfully, some states have begun to take action – most notably Texas and New York.

1. Texas
In 2009, Texas Governor Rick Perry signed a law creating a new right for consumers in balance billing disputes with out of network providers. First, it is important to note that beyond the mediation law, Texas does not regulate balance billing by out of network providers outright, even in emergency cases. As a result, if someone is involved in an accident and taken to the nearest hospital that happens to be outside their network, the patient will have no control over the costs even if they have insurance. According to the Texas Department of Insurance, patients must be enrolled in a preferred provider organization (PPO) plan or be member of a special Texas retiree insurance plan and bills must exceed $1,000 in order to qualify for the mediation process under the statute. Because of this PPO or retiree requirement, not all citizens of Texas are eligible for mediation – they must fall into one of those specific categories.

Additionally, under Texas law, patients only have a right to seek mediation if the hospital-based physician did not make a “complete and accurate disclosure” before providing the service as required by Texas law. If that is the case, the insurer and provider will be required to participate in the mediation process. In other words, if a physician discloses that they are out of network and later balance bills you, the patient will not be entitled to state mediation under the statute. However, if the physician neglects to disclose his out of network status, he and the relevant insurer will be required to participate in the mediation process if the patient makes a request with the Texas Department of Insurance. The Texas regulation gives patients the option to participate in the mediation or allow their insurer and the provider to negotiate independently and all requests for mediation must be filed though the Department of Insurance.
Patients are not required to seek mediation through the aforementioned process, but the regulation grants them a new right to do so if they qualify. Providers and insurers are required to participate in the mediation via an initial telephone conference within 30 days of the patient request and an official conference is required within 180 days of the request. If the mediation is unsuccessful, the patient may be able to seek a resolution in court – the regulation makes it clear that attempting mediation does not eliminate the right to take the issue to court. The physician cannot attempt to collect any payment (other than copayments, deductibles, or coinsurance) until the mediation process is resolved or the request is withdrawn. Although the law seems to be a step in the right direction, its highly specific criterion leaves much to be desired and does not protect all patients.

2. New York

Unlike Texas, New York’s approach to managing balance billing removes the patient from the process altogether. The state chose to create a binding arbitration process as a matter of last resort. Prior to seeking independent dispute resolution, the insurer must provide reimbursement equivalent to what an in-network provider would receive. If the provider still seeks additional payment, the parties engage in negotiations of their own and if no resolution can be reached, either the insurer or the provider can submit the claim for binding arbitration.

On its face, the New York statute succeeds in both leaving the patient out of the fee dispute and protecting all patients regardless of who their insurer is or the amount of the bill. The New York approach is a marked improvement from the Texas law from a
patient perspective because it applies to all patients and not just those that fulfill extremely specific criteria.

Additionally, the New York statute takes the patients out of the process and does not require them to evaluate criteria or to file a request with the state department of insurance, unlike the Texas law.\textsuperscript{45} The argument over fees is left to the provider and insurer so a patient who required emergency care or was unable to select a doctor because of the nature of care required will not be held liable for additional costs above their typical copayment, coinsurance, or deductible rates.\textsuperscript{46} Providers will be guaranteed at least what they would have received if they were in network, and possibly more if they are able to negotiate additional payment with the insurer or during a binding arbitration process.\textsuperscript{47} The New York statute will effectively protect all patients against rampantly high balance bills in emergency and other cases where they are unable to select their provider in advance once fully enacted in March 2015.

\textbf{Conclusion}

A large-scale remedy from Congress would be the most helpful change, but because Congressional action can be difficult to achieve because of partisan allegiances, it is more likely that action will occur in individual states. Judging by the uptick in the media coverage on balance billing issues, more states will likely begin listening to their consumers and aim to fix the problems on their own. It is extremely likely that the New York Surprise Bill Law will act as a model for balance billing reform once it is fully enacted in 2015 and the state has the opportunity to work out any kinks in its application. Other states should follow the New York approach to restrict balance billing in emergencies and when patients are unable to choose their own doctors. Patients should
not be responsible for negotiating additional payment to a provider when they were diligent and secured insurance. Providers and insurers should be able to negotiate amongst themselves what a fair price is for life-saving medical care – the patient should be removed from that equation. If patients pay premiums and must meet a deductible as per their insurer, they should be able to sleep soundly knowing that their insurance is in fact protecting them from a catastrophic financial loss. The highly specific criteria required to seek mediation in Texas prohibits patients who are unable to understand the regulation from seeking a remedy, and even those who do understand the complexities may not be eligible. Forcing providers and insurers to negotiate reasonable out of network reimbursement rates in emergency situations will prevent patients from financial ruin, guarantee providers receive adequate, market-value compensation for their services, and ensure that insurers are not paying out excessive claims while maintaining their commitment to their enrollees.

Critics may argue that patients should get better insurance, make their preferences known, or simply pay the extra associated costs with emergency care. However, supporters may agree patients should not be punished for unforeseen circumstances especially when they believed their medical insurance would protect them from unreasonable expenditures. Balancing the needs of all the players in the United States’ healthcare system is a delicate endeavor, but ultimately providers need to stop bankrupting individuals for an extra payday.

---
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